Your Drive brand product is warranted to be free of defects in materials and workmanship for the lifetime of the original consumer purchaser.

This device was built to exacting standards and carefully inspected prior to shipment. This Lifetime Limited Warranty is an expression of our confidence in the materials and workmanship of our products and our assurance to the consumer of years of dependable service.

In the event of a defect covered by this warranty, we will, at our option, repair or replace the device.

This warranty does not cover device failure due to owner misuse or negligence, or normal wear and tear. The warranty does not extend to non-durable components, such as rubber accessories, casters, and grips, which are subject to normal wear and need periodic replacement.

If you have a question about your Drive device or this warranty, please contact an authorized Drive dealer.
1. Remove contents from box. Place side frame on the floor with the receivers facing up. Install the center frame into the side frame by depressing the brass pin and inserting both the front and rear pins into the side frame. The center frame should be inserted first into the receiver that runs parallel to the side frame (this is also the front side of your commode). Once this is locked into position, take the center frame and insert it into the receiver that runs perpendicular to the side frame. (This is the back side of your commode). Make sure the brass pins clearly snap into position by pulling back to insure the pins are fully locked into position.

2. Place the second side frame on the floor with the receivers facing up. Flip the side frame which is attached to the center section and install the other side of the center section into the side frame by depressing the brass pin and inserting both the front and rear pins into the side frame. The same procedure should be followed by locking the front of the commode in first and then locking the back of the commode into place. Make sure the brass pins clearly snap into position by pulling back to insure the back is secure and locked into place.

3. To install the backrest, insert backrest into backrest receptacles by depressing the brass pins on both sides into the commodes back frame. The brass push pins will snap into place when secure. Check by pulling back to insure the back is secure and locked into place.

4. To install the front foot bar depress the brass button and insert the front foot bar and install into the front receiving holes. You will need to depress the brass button to insert the bar into the receiving tube and make sure the brass pins clearly snap into place.

5. Your commode comes with a bucket and lid as well as a splash shield. The bucket is used while the commode is used by the bedside. The splash shield is used while the commode is used over the toilet. To install position the bucket so two of the bucket tabs are on the bucket rails on the back side of the commode. Gently slide the bucket through the rails until the bucket is properly positioned on the front of the commode. To install the splash shield place the commode over the toilet and place the splash shield so two of the splash shield tabs are on the bucket rail.

Additionally:

1. Do NOT install commode without first reading and understanding this assembly and instruction sheet. If you can not understand these instructions, contact a healthcare, dealer or technical professional before attempting to install. Otherwise, injury or damage may occur.

2. Inspect all parts for shipping damage before assembly. If there is shipping damage - DO NOT USE. Contact dealer/carrier for further instructions.

3. Ensure ALL screws, nuts and/or bolts are tightened.

4. All four legs MUST touch the floor simultaneously at all times.

5. Users with limited physical strength should be supervised or assisted while using commode.